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Structural models and the credit spread level

I Structural model of default risk views bonds (CDSs) and equity as
contingent claims on the same underlying firm value
(Black-Scholes-Merton).

I First-generation structural models underpredict the level of credit
spreads when calibrated to low historical default rates:

→ The credit spread puzzle
(Jones, Mason, and Rosenfeld (1984), Huang and Huang (2003))

I Second-generation structural models calibrated to match equity
risk premia and equity option implied volatilities improve
significantly at matching the level of credit spreads
(Cremers, Driessen, and Maenhout (2008), Chen, Collin-Dufresne, and

Goldstein (2009), Du, Elkamhi, and Ericsson (2019))

→ “a good deal of integration between corporate bond and options
markets” (Culp, Nozawa, and Veronesi (2018)).
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Structural models and credit spread changes

I Mixed evidence when looking at corporate bond returns:

I Common factors in credit spread changes unexplained by
standard structural model factors
(Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein, and Martin (2001), He, Khorrami, and

Song (2020))

I Equity factor bond betas do not explain cross-section of bond
returns
(Fama and French (1993), Choi and Kim (2018), Bai, Bali, and

Wen (2019))

I CDS and bond returns seem integrated with equity returns
(Ericsson, Jacobs, and Oviedo (2009), Koijen, Lustig, and Van

Nieuwerburgh (2017))

⇒ This paper studies relation between corporate bond and equity
return volatilities using data from a market on credit index options
that has become very active since 2012
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Summary: Model setup

I Prices of credit options are quoted using a Black model, which
assumes that the forward credit spread follows a log-normal model.

→ Can be rationalized using reduced-form model.

I Prices of equity index options are quoted using a Black-Scholes
model, which assumes that the underlying stock price index follows
a log-normal model.

→ Both models are inconsistent.

I We propose a consistent structural model with closed-form prices
for equity & debt and for options on equity & debt both for
single-names and indexes:
I Firm asset values follow correlated jump-diffusion processes.
I Firms issue short- and long-term debt.
→ CDS & equity ∼ put & call (Merton (1974)).
→ CDS & equity options ∼ compound options (Geske (1979)).
→ CDS & equity index distribution obtained using large

homogeneous pool approximation (Vasicek (1987)).
→ CDS & equity index option prices obtained in closed form.
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Summary: Model results

I We calibrate the model parameters to match the SPX and CDX
index as well as the SPX volatility surface and price CDX options
out-of-sample.

I Main results:
I Jump-diffusion model matches well joint dynamics of

SPX-CDX implied vol surfaces (leverage effects and skews).
I But, it significantly underpredicts the level of credit

volatilities (across all strikes).
I Trading strategy selling CDX vol generates significantly higher

Sharpe ratio than SPX vol.

I We discuss several hypothesis for the apparent discrepancy between
equity and credit index volatility levels including:
I Model misspecification
I Options span different economic states
I Differences in index constituents
I Investor clienteles
I Bond-market-specific risk factors (e.g., stochastic bankruptcy

costs). 7 / 54
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CDX credit default swap index

I CDS contract to insure against default risk on a broad
portfolio of firms

I Main indices in North America:
I CDX.IG: Default protection on 125 investment-grade names
I CDX.HY: Default protection on 100 high-yield names

I Maturities from 1Y to 10Y
I 5Y most liquid

I Every 6 months, new index (new series) is launched
I Set of index constituents revised according to rating and

liquidity criteria
I On-the-run index most liquid

I Focus on CDX.IG, 5 year, on-the-run contract.

→ very liquid (Collin-Dufresne, Junge, and Trolle (2018))
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CDX pricing

I Actual cash flows to buy protection:
I pay

(i) upfront amount (PUF) and
(ii) annual fixed coupon of 100bps,paid quarterly on remaining

non-defaulted principal.

I receive full notional net of recovery (1− R) on any default in
the index.

PUF = PV (prot)− PV (coupons)

I Typically quoted in terms of par spread defined as the coupon
level s.t. PUF=0 (using ISDA CDS Standard Model).

I Par spread ≈ annual insurance premium.
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CDX options

I Option to buy/sell CDX protection at a future date at an
agreed spread
I Payer swaption: Right to buy protection
→ call option on spread

I Receiver swaption: Right to sell protection
→ put option on spread

I Main features:
I Underlying: 5Y, on-the-run index
I European style
I Expiration on the 3rd Wednesday of the month
I Wide strike range
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Summary statistics of transactions

I Source: Swap data repositories

I On main interdealer SEF (GFI), capped CDX option trades have an
average size of 354 mln USD for CDX

→ used to estimate the actual trading volume.
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Market size
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Trading across the volatility surface

I Trading is concentrated in short-term (<4M), OTM payer swaptions
(calls on spread)
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Diverse set of market participants
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Quoted maturities

I CDX options: End-of-day quotes from Markit
I Composites of “dealer runs” sent to clients

I Most quoting activity for short-term options (<4M)

I Quotations quickly dissipate as time-to-maturity drops below two
weeks
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Standardized data set

I Focus on CDX vs. SPX

I Similar characteristics of firm constituents (ratings, leverage)

I Maturity dimension:

I Consider the first three option maturities with τ > 14 days
I Denote these 1M, 2M, and 3M options

I Strike dimension:

I Compute moneyness as

m =
log(K/F )

σATM
√
τ
,

where K = strike, F = forward, σATM = ATM implied
volatility, and τ = option maturity

I Consider 13 moneyness intervals: −3.25 < m ≤ −2.75,
−2.75 < m ≤ −2.25, ... , 2.75 < m ≤ 3.25...

I ...and find option that is closest to the mid of the interval.
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Estimate implied ATM volatility and skew

I On each date and for each option maturity, run cross-sectional
regression

σIV (m) = β0 + β1m + β2m
2 + ε,

where m is moneyness

I β0 captures the ATM implied volatility

I β1 captures the skewness of the implied volatility smile

I Same procedure for SPX options (using end-of-day CBOE quotes)
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Index volatility during the COVID-19 crisis
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Stylized facts 1: Within- and across-market correlations

I: ∆βSPX
1 vs ∆βCDX

1H: ∆βCDX
0 vs ∆βCDX

1

A: ∆log(SPX) vs ∆log(CDX) B: ∆log(SPX) vs ∆βSPX
0

E: ∆βSPX
0 vs ∆βCDX

0

C: ∆log(SPX) vs ∆βSPX
1

D: ∆log(CDX) vs ∆βCDX
0

G: ∆log(CDX) vs ∆βCDX
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F: ∆βSPX
0 vs ∆βSPX
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Figure 4: Within- and cross-market interactions
The scatterplots along the diagonal show the cross-market interactions: Weekly SPX returns (∆log(SPX))

vs. log CDX spread changes (∆log(CDX)) in Panel A; weekly SPX volatility changes (∆βSPX
0 ) vs. CDX

volatility changes (∆βCDX
0 ) in Panel E; and weekly SPX skewness changes (∆βSPX

1 ) vs. CDX skewness

changes (∆βCDX
1 ) in Panel I. Scatterplots below the diagonal show the CDX-market interactions: Weekly

log CDX spread changes vs. CDX volatility changes in Panel D; Weekly log CDX spread changes vs. CDX

skewness changes in Panel G; and Weekly CDX volatility changes vs. CDX skewness changes in Panel H.

Scatterplots above the diagonal show the SPX-market interactions: Weekly SPX returns vs. SPX volatility

changes in Panel B; Weekly SPX returns vs. SPX skewness changes in Panel C; and Weekly SPX volatility

changes vs. SPX skewness changes in Panel F. We only display observations that fall within the 0.5th and

99.5th percentile of the univariate distributions. The red lines show the fits of linear regressions applied to

the data. The sample period is February 29, 2012 to April 29, 2020 (426 weekly observations).

1
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Stylized fact 2: Positively skewed vol smiles, CDX
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Structural credit risk model à la Merton (1974)

I Risk-neutral asset dynamics of (ex-ante identical) firms

dAi
t

Ai
t

= dAt

At
+
√

1− ρσdW i
t + (eγ

i − 1)dN i
t − λiν idt.

dAt

At
= (r − δ)dt +

√
ρσdWt + (eγ − 1)dNt − λνdt.

W i
t are independent Brownian motions, N i are Poisson counting processes with intensity λi , γ i are

independent ∼ N(mi , v i ) and ν i = E[eγ
i
− 1] = e

mi + vi

2 − 1.

I Payouts (at rate of δ) go to equity holders

I Firms issue
I short-term debt with notional D1 and maturity T1 = 1 and
I long-term debt with notional D2 and maturity T2 = 5

I Default occurs at T1 or T2 if continuation value is less than
payment owed to debt holders.

→ Defines endogenous default threshold Φ at T1 (and D2 at T2)

I In case of default at T1 a fraction 1− α of asset value is lost in
bankruptcy and residual is paid out to debt holders in proportion to
outstanding principal.
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Debt and equity

I The value of the short-term bond is

B i
1(T0) = e−r(T1−T0)

(
D1ET0 [1{AiT1

≥Φ} ] + ET0 [R1A
i
T1

1{AiT1
<Φ} ]

)
I The value of the long-term bond is

B i
2(T0) = e−r(T2−T0)

(
D2ET0 [1{AiT1

≥Φ,Ai
T2

≥D2}
] + ET0 [αAi

T2
1{AiT1

≥Φ,Ai
T2
<D2}

]
)

+ e−r(T1−T0)ET0 [R2A
i
T1

1{AiT1
<Φ} ]

I The equity value is equal to the asset value less debt and
bankruptcy costs:

S i
T0

(Ai
T0

) = Ai
T0
− e−r(T1−T0)

(
D1ET0 [1{AiT1

≥Φ} ] + ET0 [Ai
T1

1{AiT1
<Φ} ]

)
− e−r(T2−T0)

(
D2ET0 [1{AiT1

≥Φ,Ai
T2

≥D2}
] + ET0 [Ai

T2
1{AiT1

≥Φ,Ai
T2
<D2}

]
)
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CDS

I Consider a CDS contract from T0 to T2 with unit notional.

I The value of the protection leg is

Proti2(T0) =e−r(T1−T0)ET0 [(1−
αAi

T1

D1 + D2
)1{AiT1

<Φ} ]

+ e−r(T2−T0)ET0 [(1−
αAi

T2

D2
)1{AiT1

≥Φ,Ai
T2
<D2}

].

I The risky annuity (for continuous coupons) is

Ai
2(T0) =

∫ T1

T0
e−r(t−T0)dt +

∫ T2

T1
e−r(t−T0)dtET0 [1{AiT1

≥Φ} ].

I With a coupon rate of C , the PUF of the CDS contract is
U i

2(T0) = Proti2(T0)− C ×Ai
2(T0).
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CDX index

I The PUF of the CDX is a simple average of the PUFs of the
N = 125 single-name CDSs for the index constituents.

I We use the large homogeneous portfolio approach of Vasicek (1987)
and approximate the index PUF by letting N →∞:

UT0 (AT0 ) = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

U i
2(T0)

= E[U i
2(T0)|AT0 ]

= e−r(T1−T0)
(

(1 + C1)E[1{AiT1
<Φ} |AT0 ]− α

D1 + D2
E[Ai

T1
1{AiT1

<Φ} |AT0 ]
)

+ e−r(T2−T0)
(
E[1{AiT1

≥Φ,Ai
T2
<D2}

|AT0 ]− α

D2
E[Ai

T2
1{AiT1

≥Φ,Ai
T2
<D2}

|AT0 ]
)

− C0 − C1e
−r(T1−T0).

I All of the expectations have closed-form solutions in terms of sums
of univariate and bivariate normal cumulative distribution functions.
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SPX index

I Similarly, the value of the SPX is given by

ST0 (AT0 ) = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

S i
T0

(AT0 )

= E[S i
T0
|AT0 ]

= AT0 − e−r(T1−T0)
(
D1E[1{AiT1

≥Φ} |AT0 ] + E[Ai
T1

1{AiT1
<Φ} |AT0 ]

)
− e−r(T2−T0)

(
D2E[1{AiT1

≥Φ,Ai
T2

≥D2}
|AT0 ] + E[Ai

T2
1{AiT1

≥Φ,Ai
T2
<D2}
} |AT0 ]

)
.

I Also obtained in closed form.
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CDX options

I The time-0 value of a CDX call option with strike K and expiration
at T0 is

CCDX
0 = e−rT0E0[max(UT0 (AT0 )− K , 0)]

= e−rT1

(
(1 + C1)E0[1{AT0

<A,Ai
T1
<Φ} ]− α

D1 + D2
E0[Ai

T1
1{AT0

<A,Ai
T1
<Φ} ]

)
+ e−rT2

(
E0[1{AT0

<A,Ai
T1

≥Φ,Ai
T2
<D2}

]− α

D2
E0[Ai

T2
1{AT0

<A,Ai
T1

≥Φ,Ai
T2
<D2}

]
)

− e−rT0K̃E0[1{AT0
<A} ],

where

I K̃ = K + C0 + C1e
−r(T1−T0),

I A is the unique value such that UT0 (A) = K .

I Closed-form solutions for all the expectations in the index option
formulas in terms of sums of univariate, bivariate, and trivariate
normal distributions.
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SPX options

I The time-0 value of an SPX call option with strike K and expiration at
T0 is

C SPX
0 = e−rT0E0[max(ST0 (AT0 )− K , 0)]

= e−rT0E0[AT0 1{AT0
≥A} ]− e−rT1

(
D1E0[1{

AT0
≥A,Ai

T1
≥Φ

} ] + E0[Ai
T1

1{
AT0

≥A,Ai
T1
<Φ

} ]
)

− e−rT2

(
D2E0[1{

AT0
≥A,Ai

T1
≥Φ,Ai

T2
≥D2

} ] + E0[Ai
T2

1{
AT0

≥A,Ai
T1

≥Φ,Ai
T2
<D2

} ]
)

− e−rT0KE0[1{AT0
≥A} ],

where

I A is the unique value such that ST0 (A) = K .

I Also obtained in closed form.
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Calibration

I Idiosyncratic jump parameters set to mi = −2 and vi = 0 (i.e.,
jump to default) to only solve for λi

I Bankruptcy costs: 1− α = 0.2 (Andrade and Kaplan (1998))

I Calibrate 10 parameters (A0,D1,D2, δ, σ, ρ, λ,m, v , λi ) weekly to
perfectly fit:

I level and slope of CDX (1Y and 5Y) → λi , σ
I level of SPX → A0

I SPX dividend yield → δ
I average short- and long-term leverage of CDX and SPX
→ D1,D2

I Remaining degrees of freedom (ρ, λ,m, v) used to fit (∼ 39) SPX
implied volatility surface

I ...and then price CDX options out-of-sample.
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Parameter estimates
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The pure diffusion model fails ‘in-sample’
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The jump-diffusion model ‘out-of-sample’

I Model captures well the SPX level and smile.

I Model captures CDX skewness well, but predicts too low level of
ATM credit volatility, i.e., market > model CDX option value.

⇒ CDX options appear overpriced relative to SPX options.
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Fit to CDX options
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Fit of CDX option ATM vols
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Fit of within- and cross-market correlations
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Possible explanations for ‘mispricing’

I Model misspecification:

I Heterogeneity among constituents.

→ allow for heterogeneous leverage.

I Finite number of constituents

→ simulation analysis.

I Stochastic volatility

→ model is recalibrated weekly.

I CDX and SPX options are not redundant:

I They span different economic states

I The underlying indexes are different

I There are different investor clienteles

I There are bond-market-specific risk factors (e.g, stochastic
bankruptcy costs)
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Economic states spanned by options are very similar

I For CDX, compute

I Amin such that CDXT0 (Amin) = Kmax

I Amax such that CDXT0 (Amax) = Kmin

I For SPX, compute

I Amin such that SPXT0 (Amin) = Kmin

I Amax such that SPXT0 (Amax) = Kmax

→ Are CDX options redundant?
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Index characteristics: leverage and rating distribution

I Mean (median) leverage is 0.277 (0.244) for CDX vs. 0.238 (0.200) for
SPX, while mean (median) rating is BBB+ for both.

I Dispersion is higher for SPX.
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Index characteristics: leverage time series

I Time series of average leverage of CDX and SPX firms:
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Index characteristics: Asset Volatilities

I Total asset volatilities: mean (median) [standard deviation] of
0.167 (0.154) [0.068] for CDX vs. 0.173 (0.158) [0.080] for SPX.

I Systematic asset volatilities: mean (median) [standard deviation] of
0.092 (0.085) [0.045] for CDX vs. 0.098 (0.089) [0.052] for SPX. 49 / 54



Investor clienteles demand for options

I Demand for OTM SPX puts:
I Pre-crisis: Non-dealer demand is positive; e.g., Garleanu,

Pedersen, and Poteshman (2009)
I Post-crisis: Non-dealer demand more balanced; e.g., Chen,

Joslin, and Ni (2018)

I Structural non-dealer demand for OTM CDX calls:

I Do regulators treat CDX and SPX options as substitutes for
risk-mitigating hedges?

“Options on index CDS have risen in popularity as a way of minimising
the profit- and-loss impact of hedging the CVA capital charge.”

“The european bank’s head of CVA says it uses short-dated credit

swaptions instead of traditional index CDS hedges because the only

P&L volatility the bank would face is the loss of the option premium.”

source: Risk.net, “CVA hedge losses prompt focus on swaptions and guarantees,” 28 Oct, 2014
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Can we trade on the ‘mispricing’?
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Can we trade on the ‘mispricing’?
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Conclusion

I Study relatively new CDX options markets

I Develop consistent structural model for CDX and SPX options

I Calibrated model shows:
I Skew is consistent across both markets, but ...
I Credit implied volatility > equity implied volatility.

I Possible explanations:
I Model misspecification?
I Differences in the underlying portfolio characteristics?
I Clientele effect: Demand for bond portfolio hedging?

(regulators more likely to accept CDX options as a risk-mitigating hedge).

I Risk factors for bonds might be different than for equity
(bond-specific liquidity or bankruptcy cost factor might add distinct credit

spread volatility component, whereas skew reflects fear for market-wide

crash risk).

I Selling CDX vol delivers significantly higher Sharpe ratio than SPX
vol. Long-short strategy has high sharpe ratio and fewer drawdowns.

I Implications for ‘pseudo-bonds’?
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Thank You !
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